Oracle BPEL
Introduction
Techno Expert Solutions provide real-time and placement focused ORACLE
BPEL training in Delhi. Oracle has a family for Fusion and Oracle BPEL is
family member of Oracle middleware products. It stands for Business Processing
Enterprise Language. It enables any organization to implement applications and
web services into business process. For developers, managers and DBAs, it is most
useful resource.

Why to Choose Techno Expert Solutions?
 ORACLE BPEL training in Delhi is designed according to current IT market.
 ORACLE BPEL training and placement in Noida with well-defined training
modules and course sessions.
 Facilitate regular, weekend and customized ORACLE BPEL training in
Delhi_ncr.
 Certified Expert 10+years of Real Industry Experience.
 Instructor of ORACLE BPEL training in Delhi helps in major project
training, minor project training, live project preparation, interview preparation
and job placement support.
 Smart Labs with Real Latest Equipment’s.
 24x7 Lab Facilities. Students are free to access the labs for unlimited number
of hours as per their own preferred timings.
 Smart classrooms fully equipped with projectors, live racks, Wi-Fi
connectivity, Digital Pads.
 Personality Development sessions including Spoken English, Group
Discussions, Mock Interviews, Presentation skills are the major part of any
individual to groom themselves
 Books, PDF’s, Video Lectures, Sample questions, Interview Questions
(Technical and HR), and Projects.
 Extra time for practice is completely free.
 Payment options: Cheque, Cash, Credit Card, Debit card, Net Banking.

Course Overview
Classroom Training: A trainer cum instructor led learning/training in this

dynamic environment of IT and technology is based in our institution at Dilshad
Garden, Delhi. The infrastructure required for the Oracle BPEL training is well
equipped there. In classroom training you can have a best experience of learning as
you can build a good networking with other learners/trainees.
Online: Unlike most organisations our online based training is a tutor led training
system similar to the Oracle BPEL Training in classroom making it more
convenient to the students from any location around the world. Our online
classroom Oracle BPEL training is also cost effective.
Onsite: The onsite mode of Oracle BPEL Training is designed for corporate
clients, who want to train their staff on different modes of technology. The clients
are always free to select the location for the Oracle BPEL Training as per their
requirements.
One to One: One to one, as the name suggests, is a training mode for the students
who are looking for undeterred attention of the trainer during Oracle BPEL
Training. The course structure and schedule is designed as per the requirements of
the client. The course content will also be customized as per his/her needs. The
timings of the Oracle BPEL Training will be defined after checking the
availability of both the trainer as well as student.

Pre-requisites
Anyone who has basic knowledge of coding. Any student of BCA/MCA/B.tech/IT
course. Basic understanding of database principles.
Candidate must be familiar with SQL, PL/SQL and D2K.

Course Objectives
Techno Expert Solutions is Best Training Institution for Oracle BPEL. Students
are at the top of our priority for us and we try to provide best training to them. In
order to be the Best Training Institution for Oracle BPEL, we offer interactive
sessions. We have three modes of training; Out of these the students are given an
opportunity to choose a mode i.e., Online, Offline, Onsite & ONE to ONE, of
training depending on their requirements. Our trainers provide various training
methods for individuals as well as corporate. The students will get interactive
sessions. Our online sessions are exactly same as the classroom sessions. They will
have live projects and practical hands on experience.
We are one of the Best Training Institution for Oracle BPEL in the industry.
The courses are run by professionals, who are highly experienced and expert in

their domain. The training offered is based on industrial aspects.
ORACLE BPEL is growing field. Currently there is large number of openings for
ORACLE BPEL. We are supporting the student to get a good job in MNC.

Expected Salary Package
Any fresher can expect to earn 3-4lpa. Permanent roles on average can expect up to
6-7 lakhs per annum depending on the experience.

Course Duration
The complete duration for the Oracle BPEL Training will be 32 hours.

Program Structure/course Content
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